48hr -CI Research Intensive
16-18th September 2016

Dear contacters!
We would like to invite you to take part in a 48 hr-CI intensive nested in a
beautiful nature reserve in South Wales: a weekend for 10 experienced
dancers to delve deep into their CI practice through focused jamming,
experimenting and labbing. We will explore as a collective community,
sharing our questions as we dance, dialogue, cook, eat, discover the nature
that surrounds and even sauna together –if you want to!
Schedule
We want to offer a weekend with enough space for you to share your
interests, and to unfold these collectively. If you would like to join this research
intensive we would like you to send us a few words describing your questions
and curiosities from which we plan to create a schedule that will frame our
time together. We have so far devised a brief template of what we could see
happen during our time together…
Friday
Arrival between 1 and 3pm.
Set up I Open dancing or Wander I Food prep I Opening Circle I Dinner I
Group Walk I Jam
Saturday:
Contemplative Dance Practice I Breakfast I Focused Jam – Dance Dates I
Lunch I Labbing I Dinner I Sauna I Open Dancing or
Performance/Sharing
Sunday:
Early Practice I Blindfolded Breakfast I Focused Jam-Labbing I Closing
Circle I Lunch & clean up I Pack up by 4pm latest

Venue:
MovementSense is a cosy retreat venue, which aims to facilitate opportunities
for exchange. We will have the site to ourselves including the converted barns
and dance studio, which are surrounded by spacious, lush and beautiful
nature, including a waterfall. For more info: http://movementsense.co.uk/
Accommodation is in the Cottage and Barn Futon sleeping beds in shared
spaces, single rooms and one double room is available for an additional £20.
All bed linen is provided.

Participation:
The cost for the 48h is £130 all included. This is a not-for profit event so we
are only covering for the actual expenses of renting the barn and food. We
want to coordinate transport as best possible to split costs and support each
other!
If you would like to come please send us a short paragraph describing your
current questions and research curiosities in your dancing (100 words max)
by 15 August 2016. This will be shared with all participants at the event.
Please also let us know where you are based, if you have a car and how you
think about getting here, I don’t know, is also an answer. We will confirm by
email and ask for a £40 deposit to secure your place. We are spreading this
info by word of mouth, and invite you to share this with anyone you would love
to spend such a focused event with.
Looking forward to dancing and researching with you!!	
  
The Organisers: Rosalind Holgate Smith and Anne-Gaëlle Thiriot.

